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Abstract: Let M be a -near ring. An element aM is called a dependent element on a mapping f if  

f(x)αa= ax for all xM, α. In this paper we study and investigate concerning dependent elements of M by 

certain mappings on prime and semi prime -near rings using certain assumption (A), and also we study the 

generalized -derivation F of -near ring M and -derivations D which are free action. 
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I. Introduction And Preminiries 

Some researchers have studied the notion of free action. Laradji and Thaheem in [1] initiated the study of 

dependent elements of endemorphism of semiprime ring. F.J.Murray and J.Von Neuman in [2], introduced the 

notions of dependent elements and free action. In [8],Vukman and Ireana investigate some properties of 

dependent elements of derivations, generalized derivations and automorphisms of prime and semiprime rings. 

M.S.Samman and M. Anwar in [3] have studied some properties of dependent elements of left centralizers. 

Vukman and Kosi-UIbI in [7] and Vukman in [4] and [5] on dependant elements of mappings of semiprime 

rings, Vukman and Kusi-UIbI in [6] have studied centralizers in general from work of semiprime rings.  

In this paper we investigate some mappings related to centralizer, reverse-centralizer, Г-derivations and 

generalized Г-derivations are free actions on prime and semi prime Г-near rings. 

Throughout M will represent an associative -near ring with center Z(M) the commutator [x,y] will 

denoted by  xy–yx for all x,y M and , and we use the identities below  

[xy,z] =x[y,z]+[x,z]y+ xzy- xzy and 

[x,yz] = y[x,z] +[x,y]z + yxz -yxz, for all x,y,zM and ,. 

We shall take an assumption (A)… xyz = xyz, for all x,y,zM and ,.  

     A -near ring M is a triple (M, +,) where 

(i) (M, +) is a group (not necessarily abelian). 

(ii)  is a non empty set of binary operations on M-such that for each   , (M,+,) is a near ring. 

(iii) x(yz) = (xy)z, for all x, y, z M and , . 

 

M is said to be prime -near ring if xMy = (0) for all x, yM implies x = 0  or  y = 0 and semi prime     

-near ring if xMx = (0) for all x M implies x = 0. A -near ring M is said to be 2-torsion free whenever 

2x=0 , for all xM, then x=0.A -derivation on M is defined to be an additive endomorphism D of M satisfying 

the product rule D(xy)=D(x)y+xD(y)  or  equivalently D(xy)=xD(y)+D(x)y, for all x,yM and 

.An additive mapping F: M  M is called generalized -derivation if there exists -derivation D of M such 

that F(xy) = F(x)y + xD(y).An additive mapping T: M  M is called left (resp.right) centralizer if T(xy) = 

T(x)y, (T(xy) = xT(y)), for all x,yM and  . If T is a both left as well right centralizer then T is 

centralizer for all x,yM and  ,and T is called left (resp. right) reverse centralizer of  M if          T(xy) = 

T(y)x, (T(xy) = yT(x)) hold for all x,yM and . If T is both left as well right reverse-centralizer, then 

T is a reverse-centralizer. An element aM is called a dependent element of mapping              f: M  M  if  

f(x)a = ax holds for all xM and .A mapping f: M  M is said to be free action if the only depend 

element of f is zero. The symbol D*(f) is denoted to the collection of all dependent elements. 

 

II. Results 

We consider M in all our results satisfying the assumption (A). 

   

Theorem (2.1): 

     Let M be a prime -near ring with a non zero -derivation D, then D is a free action. 

 

Theorem (2.2): 

        Let M be a semi prime -near ring ,and F be a non zero generalized -derivation associated with  

a -derivation D, then F is a free action. 
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Proof: 

For all x  M ,a M and , we have the relation  

F(x)a = ax                                                                                                                                            …(1) 

Putting  xy  for  x ,and using (1), we get 

F(x)ya + (xa – ax)y = 0  ,for all x,yM and ,                                                       …(2)           Putting 

yz for  y in (2), and other hand right multiplication of (2) by z, and subtraction two equations , we obtain 

F(x)y(za – az) = 0  ,for all x,y,zM and ,,                                                            …(3) 

Replacing  y by  ay in (3),and using (1),we obtain 

axy(za – az) = 0                                                                                                                           …(4) 

Replacing  x  by zx in (4),and other hand left multiplication of (4) by z ,and subtracting two equations, we 

obtain:   

(za–az)xy(za–az)=0 ,for all x,y,zM and ,,,                                                      …(5)  

Replacing  xy  by  r  in (5) ,we obtain 

(za – az)r(za – az) = 0  ,for all z,rM and ,,                                                            …(6)  

Since M is semi prime, we get   

(za – az) = 0                                                                                                                                       … (7)                                                                                   

Substitution (7) in (2)for all zM, and replacing  y  by  ay  using (1), we get    

axya = 0                                                                                                                                            … (8) 

Putting z for xy in (8), we get: 

aza = 0  ,  for all z  M, and ,.  

Since M is semi prime, we get a = 0.This completes the proof. 

 

Theorem (2.3): 

      Let M be a prime -near ring and F be a generalized -derivation on M associated with a non zero             -

derivation D. If aM, a is dependent element of F, then aZ (M). 

Proof: 

      Since a  an element dependent on F, therefore 

F(x)a = ax ,for all xM and                                                                                                     …(1)                                                           

Replacing  x  by  xy  in (1) and using (1), we get 

(F(x)a–xa)y = D(x)ya ,for all x,yM and ,                                                                  …(2)                      

Right multiplication (2) by z, other hand replacing y by yz  in (2),and subtracting two equations , we get 

D(x)y[a,z] = 0 ,for all x,y,zM and ,,                                                                                 …(3)                                  

Since M is a prime and D  0, we obtain 

[a,z] = 0  that means  aZ(M), for all zM, .This completes the proof. 

 

Corollary (2.4): 

      Let M be a prime -near ring, and let a,b M be a fixed elements. Suppose that cM is dependent element 

of F(x)= ax+xb. Then cZ(M). 

Proof: 

     For all xM and , we obtain: 

F(x) = ax                                                                                                                                                   …(1) 

Replacing  x  by  xy  in (1), we get: 

F(xy)= (ax+xb)y + x[y,b] ,for all x,yM and ,                                                            …(2)                 

Replacing [y,b]  by  D(y)  in (2)  and using (1), we get: 

F(xy) = F(x)y + xD(y)  ,for all x,yM and                                                                              …(3) 

This mean F is a generalized -derivation where it follows according the theorem (2.3), cZ(M). 

 

Theorem (2.5): 

     Let M be a prime -near ring, and let a, b M be fixed elements. Suppose that cM is dependent element on 

the mapping (x)=axb, then acZ(M)  or  bcZ(M).   

Proof: 

      For all xM and , we have 

(x)c = cx,                                                                                                                                             …(1) 

Then, (axb)c = cx                                                                                                                            …(2) 

Replacing  x  by  xy  in (2),and using (2) , we get 

ax[bc,y] = 0 , for all x,yM and ,,                                                                                    …(3)                                                                                      
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Replacing  x  by cxy  in (3),other hand replacing  x by cx  in (3) with left multiplying by  y,and subtracting 

two equations, we obtain 

[ac,y]x[bc,y] = 0, for all x,yM and ,,,                                                                      …(4)                  

Since M is a prime, for all xM ,we get 

[ac,y] = 0   or   [bc,y] = 0. 

That means either acZ(M)   or   bcZ(M). 

 

Theorem (2.6): 

      Let M be a 2-torsion free prime -near ring ,and F1 and F2 are two generalized - derivations on M 

associated with -derivations D1 and D2 respectively, then the mapping (x) is free action, for all xM, when: 

1) (x) = D1(x) + D2(x) 

2) (x) = 
2

1D (x) + D2(x) 

3) (x) = D1(x) + 
2

2D (x) 

4) (x) = Fi(x) + D
2

i (x), for all i= 1,2. 

5) (x) =
2

1F (x) + F2(x) 

6) (x) = F1(x) + 
2

2F (x) .  

Proof: 

        We will prove (4). The proof of other results is by the same way. 

Let  i = 2, for all xM, we have  

(x) = F2(x) + 
2

2D (x). 

Let  a  D*(), then (x)a = ax, for all x  M and   . 

That is 

ax = F2(x)a + 
2

2D (x)a, for all xM and                                                                               …(1)                                       

Putting  xa for  x in (1), and using (1), we get 

axa = 2D2(x)D2(a)a + xD2(a)a + x
2

2D (a)a                                                                        ...(2)                                       

Replacing  x  by yx  in (2), and using (2), we get: 

2(D(y)xD2(a)a = 0, 

Since M is 2-torsion free, we have 

D2(y)xD2(a)a=0,  for all x,yM and ,,                                                                       …(3)                                                                                                       

Putting  z  for D2(a) in (3), we get 

D2(y)xza = 0, for all x,y,zM and ,,                                                                          …(4) 

Replacying  xz  by  r, we get 

D2(y)ra = 0, for all  y,rM and ,  

Since M is prime and D  0, we get a = 0, that’s mean our mapping is a free action. 

 

Theorem (2.7): 

      Let M be a semi prime -near ring, and let T be a centralizer, F be a generalized -derivation with 

associated -derivation D. If a is dependent element of D, aM, then  = (F∘T) is a free action. 

Proof: 

    Let = (F∘T), and aD*(), then (x)a = ax ,for all xM and , That is 

(F∘T)(x)a = ax,                                                                                                                                       …(1) 

Replacing  x  by  xy  in  (1), and using (1) ,we get 

(F∘T)(x)[a,y] =T(x)D(y)a, for all x,yM and ,                                                                     …(2)                         

 

Replacing  y  by  ay  in (2), and using (1) ,we get 

ax[a,y] =T(x)D(a)ya + T(x)aD(y)a , for all x,yM and ,,                             …(3)                                               

Multiplying (3) on the left by  z, other hand replacing  x by zx  in (3) and Subtracting two equations ,we get 

[a,z]x[a,z]=0 ,for all x,zM and ,,                                                                                      …(4)  

Replacing  z  by y in (4), we get: 

[a,y]x[a,y] = 0, which by semiprimeness of M, implies  
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[a,y] = 0 ,for all yM,                                                                                                                      …(5)  

Substitute (5) in (2), and by the hypothesis ,we get 

T(x)ay = 0 , for all x,yM and ,                                                                                                 ...(6) 

Replacying  y  by  yT(x)a  in  (6), and using semiprimeness of M ,we get 

T(x)a = 0, for all xM, β                                                                                                                    …(7)  

Taking  F of (7), and using (3) and (1),we get 

axa = 0, for all xM and , 

Since M is semi prime, we get  a = 0, which implies that (F∘T) is a free action. 

 

Theorem (2.8): 

      Let T be a reverse centralizer of  -near ring M. Then  : M  M which defined by  (x) = [T(x),x] , for 

all xM and  is a free action. 

Proof:   

        Let  a  D*(), then (x)a = ax,  for all xM and , 

That is 

[T(x),x]a = ax, for all xM and ,                                                                                             …(1)                                               

Linearizing (1) ,and using (1) , we get: 

[T(x),y]a + [T(y),x]a = 0,  for all x,yM and ,                                                                     …(2)                        

Replacing  y  by  ay  in (2), and using (2),we get 

-a[T(y),x]a + [T(x),a]ya + T(y)[a,x]a + [T(y),x]aa =0 , for all x,yM and ,,δ  

                                                                                                                                       …(3) 

Replacing  y  and  x  by  a  in (3),and other hand replacing  x  by  a in (3),and using them ,we get 

- aaa + aaa + aaa = 0 

That is, aaa = 0, we get  a = 0.Hence  is free action. 
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